# Publications

## Net Zero Carbon
- CLC Statement on Net Zero Carbon and the Climate Emergency 2020
- The 2050 Low Carbon Construction Routemap Infographic 1
- The 2050 Low Carbon Construction Routemap Infographic 2
- The 2050 Low Carbon Routemap – Full Report 2013

## Infrastructure
- Infrastructure Carbon Review 2013
- ICR 2YO Conference flyer
- Guidance Document for PAS 2080

## Buildings

### New Housing:

### Retrofit:
- GCB Retrofit Recommendations. May 2020

### Commercial Buildings:
- Mapping the Real Estate Lifecycle for Effective Carbon Policy Interventions
- GPA Carbon Penalties & Incentives – Main Report (Mar 2014)
  - GPA Carbon Penalties & Incentives – Appendices
  - GPA Carbon Penalties & Incentives – Executive Summary
# Resource, Waste & Circular Economy

- Zero Avoidable Waste in Construction – Interpretation Report 2020
- Top Tips for Embedding Circular Economy Principles in the Construction Industry
- Knowledge Resource for Circular Economy Thinking in Construction, 2017

# Skills

- Sustainable Building Training Guide

# Water

- An Action Plan to reduce water usage on construction sites
- Progress on delivering the water reduction target
- Management tool for water management planning on construction sites
- How to save water on construction sites - Poster

# General

- 20 Steps for Greening our Industry
- GBC Three Years On Report